
 was a  name for a young 

but  and  . 
 

His parents,  (a talented 

)  and  (an  

  ) were , 

 and  in the training of their most 

,  and  offspring. 
 

Today, our hero needed to  his 

 reflexes and use his , 

 and  skills to  and 

 his  and  adversaries.  
 

He barely remembered his older brother, 

, who  himself and was suffocated by 

a  while in a  to 

 a  Wandering Spectre in Sunken City. 

 

Sunken City - the name brought up  images of 

a  Living Scarecrow and the skill it used 

to  even the most 

 and  parasites. 



 

Taking a deep breath, he ly wielded 

his trusty , did a little  and entered 

the ing city. 
 

Peering left and right, the  little bloodsucker stopped 

for a moment to don his   jacket 

and  to his weaponry by ly adding 

an   to his arsenal. 
 

Ready for anything, he ly dove into 

an   and  

ped a  to Grubb's Tower. 
 

Pausing a moment to  his morale 

and   his breath, our 

 and  hero d into the tower. 
 

The  was deafening as he ed up 

the  stairs. 
 

Entering his enemy’s lair, only his   

and  reflexes saved him from the 
ing  onslaught. 
 



Grubb was a  and used 

 to  and  his ed foe. 

 

" " our hero thought to 

himself, conjuring a  and giant 

 to  Grubb, while he used a 
 to figure out how to   his opponent 

and  off his  and 

 . 
 

, he ed his  

  and cast a  to 

momentarily  Grubb while he used 

his  to ly sidestep his 

nemesis’ . 
 

More confident in his ability to 

 the treacherous , the 

 and   bloodsucker stood 

 and  ly ed his vicious foe. 
 
Finally Grubb, the bane of all leeches, was up against 

a , radiating a  that made it clear 



that his once powerful  had been dealt 

an  . 
 

Unable to believe it was over, our hero screamed "

!" and morphed into . 
 


